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related to the section of the signal. A Volterra type integral equation is obtained
for a ``general tracking error.'' Q 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
 .The filtering problem is concerned with a pair of random processes x t ,
 .  .y t . Of these x t , called the signal process, is not observed directly and
 .  .y t , called the observation process, is a noisy function of x t . The
 .   .  . 4problem is to determine at each time t, x t [ E x t N y u ;0 F u F t ,Ã
 .the optimal estimate for x t in the mean square sense given knowledge of
the observed process up to time t.
The problem has been extensively studied; excellent exposes can beÂ
w x w xfound in, for example, Liptser and Shirayev 8 , Kallianpur 6 , Oksendal
w x w x  .  .11 , and Elliot 4 . For fairly general processes x t , y t and f in a wide
 .class H of real valued functions on the state space of x t , one can
determine a stochastic differential relation satisfied by the process
Ã  .    ..  . 4Z t [ E f x t N y u ;0 F u F t . The relation is in general not recur-f
sive unless the totality of relations ; f g H is construed as a measure-val-
.ued stochastic integral equation . A notable exception is the Kalman]Bucy
 .  .filtering problem where x t , y t are given by
dx t s F t x t dt q C t dU t , x 0 s x 1.1 .  .  .  .  .  .  .0
dy t s G t x t dt q D t dV t , y 0 s 0 1.2 .  .  .  .  .  .  .
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 .  .with U t , V t mutually independent Brownian motions and x a Gauss-0
 .ian variable independent of both. In this case x t is given by aÃ
linear stochastic differential equation parametrised by the tracking error
 <  .  . < 24E x t y x t , which itself is determined by a Riccati equation.Ã
 .In the present work we seek a recursive relation for x t in the caseÃ
 .where x t is given by a linear retarded stochastic differential equation
and where the observable process depends linearly on the section x to bet
.defined below . Not unexpectedly, perhaps, it turns out that we need to
  . 4take on board E x N y u , 0 F u F t .t
It was only after this manuscript was prepared for publication that the
w xauthor became aware of the work of Kolmanovskii and Shaikhet 7 , where
this problem was handled for discrete delays through variational methods.
Our approach covers the case of non-discrete delays as well and is
different in that it consists in modifying the innovations approach for the
Kalman]Bucy problem using the relevant facts about retarded equations
w xas presented in the comprehensive work of Mohammed 10 .
2. NOTATION AND ASSUMPTIONS
 .Let V, F, P denote a complete probability space on which are defined
all stochastic processes under consideration.
w x  .  n.J is the interval yr, 0 with r G 0 . C J, R is the Banach space of all
n 5 5 <  . <continuous paths h: J ª R with the sup norm h s sup h sC sg J
< < n w . nwhere ? denotes the Euclidean norm on R . If h: yr, ` ª R , and
t G 0, then the section of h at t is defined to be the map h : J ª R n givent
by
h s s h t q s . .  .t
w x  .   . 4   . 4I is the interval 0, T with T ) 0 . U t : t g I and V t : t g I are
two mutually independent Brownian motions with respective dimensions p
  . 4and q. c s : s g J is a Gaussian process with Holder continuous pathsÈ
  .4   .4independent of both U t and V t . It is assumed that c gt g I t g I
2  n..L V, F, P, C J, R .
 .  .For all t g I, we let A t , F t denote respectively the s-algebras
  .  . 4   .  .  .generated by c s , U u : s g J, 0 F u F t and by c s , U u , V ¨ :
4  .s g J, 0 F u, ¨ F t . By augumenting if necessary we assume each F t to
 . q .contain all null sets. We note that F t is independent of U t and
q .  .  .  .V t , the s-algebras generated by the increments U t y U t , V t y2 1 2
 .V t for t ) t G t.1 2 1
 p n.  q m.C: I ª L R , R and D: I ª L R , R are bounded measurable.
Furthermore we assume that the smallest eigenvalues of the matrices
 .  .  . D t D T * t g I are uniformly bounded away from zero * denotes
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. w  .  . xy1transposition . Consequently the inverses D t D t * exist and are
uniformly bounded. Furthermore for each t g I, there exists a symmetric
 .  .2 w  .  . xy1matrix K t such that K t s D t D t * .
 n. n  n. mF: I = C J, R ª R and G: I = C J, R ª R are measurable maps
 .  .such that ; t g I, F t, . and G t, . are bounded linear. Furthermore we
5  .5 4 5  .5 4assume that each of the sets F t, . : t g I and G t, . : t g I is
bounded.
 n. lIf B: C J, R ª R is any bounded linear map, we shall retain the
Ä n .same symbol B for the extension of B to C J, R , the space of bounded
 .measurable paths via the Riesz representation theorem , and for the map
 .   k n..induced by B columnwise on C J, L R , R . We trust this slight abuse
of notation will not cause any confusion.
Should any process in the sequel possess a continuous version, it will
tacitly be assumed that this version has already been selected.
The symbol s shall in the text be reserved exclusively for members of J;
the symbols u, ¨ , t refer to members of I.
3. THE FILTERING EQUATIONS
 .Let the signal process x t be given by
dx t s F t , x dt q C t dU t 3.1 .  .  .  .  .t
x s c 3.2 .0
 .and let the observation process y t be given by
dy t s G t , x dt q D t dV t 3.3 .  .  .  .  .t
y 0 s 0. 3.4 .  .
 .  .Denote by Y t the s-algebra generated by y u ;0 F u F t, and if
  ..z t is any stochastic process, set where appropriatet g I
z t s E z t N Y t and z t s z t y z t . 4 .  .  .  .  .  .Ã Ã
 .Our aim is to determine x t . Although we shall eventually state ourÃ
results for the multidimensional case, we shall in the interest of clarity,
detail the derivation of the filtering equations only in the case m s n s
 .  .p s q s 1. C J shall stand for C J, R .
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2  .  .. uIf 0 F u F t and h g L V, F 0 , P, C J , let S h be the section of thet
 .solution of 3.1 starting at u from h, i.e.,
tqs tqs¡ uh 0 q F ¨ , S h d¨ q C u dU u , t q s G u .  .  . .H H¨u ~S h s s . . u ut ¢h t q s y u , t q s - u. .
3.5 .
 . uLikewise, let for h g C J , T h be the section of the solution of thet
deterministic equation
dz t s F t , z dt 3.6 .  .  .t
starting at u from h,
tqs¡ uh 0 q F ¨ , T h d¨ , t q s G u .  .H ¨u ~T h s s 3.7 .  . . ut ¢h t q s y u , t q s - u. .
 w x.We make the following observations cf. 10 :
 . u 2  .  ..0.1 S h is a well defined member of L V, F t , P, C J when-t
2  .  .. u 2  .ever h g L V, F 0 , P, C J . S can be extended to L V, F 0 , P,t
Ä u ..C J . The extension shall still be denoted by S ; this is the basic existencet
and uniqueness theorem.
 . u0.2 S is Lipschitz; in fact there exist constants K, M such thatt
5 u u 5 2 M  tyu. 5 5 2S h y S h F Ke h y h .L V , C . L V , C .t 1 t 2 1 2
 . 2  .  .. u0.3 For all h g L V, F 0 , P, C J the map t ¬ T h is continu-t
ous on I. If h has Holder continuous paths, then the boundednessÈ
 .  u . . .conditions on F and C ensure that the process s, w ¬ S h s v hast
Holder continuous paths.È
 . u  u u0.4 Besides the validity of the above observations for T T is St t t
 . . u  ..when C t ' 0 , we note that T is linear on C J .t
 .THEOREM 1. If h g C J , then ;0 F u F t
tu u ¨S h s T h q T DC ¨ dU ¨ , 3.8 .  .  .Ht t t
u
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 4where D is the indicator function of 0 on J. The integral on the right hand
side is understood as the map of J gi¨ en by
t t¨ ¨T DC ¨ dU ¨ s s T DC ¨ s dU ¨ . .  .  .  .  .  .H Ht t
u u
w  .xProof. This is a simple modification of 10, Theorem VI, 4.1 , where
the autonomous case is handled. The proof consists in showing that
t¡ u ¨T h 0 q T DC ¨ 0 dU ¨ , t G u .  .  .  . . Ht t~y t s . u¢h t y u , t - u .
 .is a solution of 3.1 starting at u from h, and has section y equal to thet
 .right hand side of 3.8 .
 .  0 . .   . w x4COROLLARY 1. If x t s S c 0 , then x t : t g yr, T is a Gaussiant
 .  .  .system. Furthermore, x t is A t measurable ;t g I and A 0 measurable
if t g J.
Proof.
0 0 t ¨S c 0 s T c 0 q H T DC ¨ 0 dU ¨ . .  .  .  .  .t t 0 t
w ¨  .x .  tw ¨  .x .Since T DC ¨ 0 is deterministic, the random field H T DC u 0t 0 t
 . 4dU ¨ : t g I is a Gaussian system.
Since evaluation at 0 and T 0 are continuous linear, there exists a Borelt
measure m such thatt
00T h 0 s h s dm s ;h g C J . 3.9 .  .  .  .  .Ht t
yr
 4 kkIf P s s , s , . . . , s is the partition of J into 2 equal parts, thenn 0 1 2
2 ky1
0
c s dm s s lim c s m s , s a.s. .  .  . .  .H t i t i iq1
kª`yr is0
l w 0 x . w 0 x .so that if z s  l T c 0 is any linear combination in T c 0 :js1 j t tjw x4t g 0, T , we have
2ky1 l
z s lim c s l m s , s , . . i j t i iq1jkª` is1 js1
 0 . . 4a normally distributed random variable. Thus T c 0 : t g I is also at
 . 0Gaussian system. Furthermore, the representation 3.9 confirms that T ct
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 .  . q .is A 0 measurable ; t g I. Independence of A 0 and U 0 guarantees
  . w x4that x t : t g yr, T is indeed Gaussian.
The remaining statement is already obvious.
 .  .  .  .COROLLARY 2. Let x t be the solution of 3.1 , 3.2 and y t that of
 .  .   . w x4   . 43.3 , 3.4 . Then the composite system x t : t g yr, T j y t : t g I is
Gaussian.
Proof. Consider any linear combination
k l




t tj jz s l x t q m G u , x du q m D u dV u . .  .  .  .  H Hi i j u j 5  50 0is1 js1 js1
Corollary 1 and the fact that D is deterministic indicate that each braced
term is Gaussian; their independence confirms that z is also Gaussian.
 .  .  .  .In what follows, let x t be the solution of 3.1 , 3.2 and write X t for
Ã .x . It is important to note that X t is not the section x of the mapÃt t
 .t ¬ x t .Ã
 .Assuming for the time being that E c s 0, we have from Theorem 1
that
0 0 0  4E x t s E S c 0 s E T c 0 s T E c 0 s 0 ; t g I 4 .  .  .  . 4 4  .t t t
and the way is paved to quote the following well known consequences of
 w x w xCorollary 2 see 6, 8 and in particular 11 whose notation we follow
.closely :
 .   . 4  .F For all t, ¨ g I, E x t N Y s P x t where P is the projection1 ¨ ¨ ¨
2 .  .   . 4of L V, F, P, R onto L y, ¨ , the closed linear hull of y u : 0 F u F ¨ .
 .  .F If B t is the innovation process defined by2
G u , X u . .t
B t s du q V t .  .H D u .0
  ..then B t coincides with 1-dimensional Brownian motion. Further-t g I
more
¨
2 w xL y , ¨ s L B , ¨ s f u dB u : f g L 0, ¨ . .  .  .  .H 5
0
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 . 2  .. 5  .   ..5Since X t g L V, C J , it follows that E X t G t, X t - ` andC
Ã Ã Ã Ã5  .   ..5  .   ..  .   ..E X t G t, X t - `. Consequently X t G t, X t and X t G t, X tC
 .  .are Bochner integrable and we can define g t in C J by
Ã Ãg t s E X t G t , X t y E X t G t , X t . 3.10 4 .  .  .  .  .  . .  4 .
 .We can think of g t as a generalized tracking error. Indeed, in the
 .  .  .  .  .  .special case where G t, h s G t h 0 , g t takes the form g t s G t
  .  . < 24E N x t y x t .Ã
Observe also that
g t s E X t G t , X t . 3.11 .  .  .  . 4 .
THEOREM 2. For all t g I, ;s g J,
uT g u s .  .t tÃX t s s dB u . 3.12 .  .  .  .H D u .0
 .  . 2w xProof. Due to facts F , F , 'g g L 0, t such that1 2 s
tÃX t s s E x t q s N Y t s g u dB u a.s. 4 .  .  .  .  .  .H s
0
 .  .Since I y P x t q s is orthogonal to L B, t , we havet
 :w xE x t q s B u s P x t q s q I y P x t q s , B u 4 .  .  .  .  .t t
 :s P x t q s , B u .  .t
t t
s E g ¨ dB ¨ ? x ¨ dB u .  .  .  .H Hs w0, ux 5
0 0
u
s g ¨ d¨ . .H s
0
 .  .  .Also since x t q s and V t are independent and hence orthogonal ,
u E x t q s .G ¨ , X ¨ .  .  .
E x t q s .B u s d¨ 4 .  . H D ¨ .0
and consequently
E x t q s .G u , X u .  . 4 .
g u s a.a.u . 3.13 .  .  .s D u .
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Now,
tu ux t q s s T X u s q T DC ¨ s dU ¨ . .  .  .  .  .  .Ht t
u
q  ..  .  .  .Since G u, X u is F u measurable, and F u is independent of U u ,
we have on using the linearity of T u and evaluation at st
uE x t q s .G u , X u s E T X u s .G u , X u .  .  .  .  . 4  4 .  .t
us T E X u .G u , X u s .  .  . 4 .t
us T g u s . .  .t
 .Therefore we have from 3.13
uT g u s .  .t tÃX t s s dB u a.s. . .  .  .  .H D u .0
Remark. The stipulated boundedness conditions on F, G, C and the
 . w u  .x .Holder continuity of c entail that the process s, w ¬ T g u s, v hasÈ t
Holder continuous paths. An application of Kolmogorov's theorem thenÈ
 .ensures the existence of a continuous version of the process s, v ¬
w t u  .  .. .  .x .H T g u rD u s dB u v . If this version is selected, we will then0 t
have the stronger result:
T ug u .t tÃ; t g I , X t s dB u in C J a.s. 3.14 .  .  .  . .H D u .0
Ã .   .   .. .  .  .Since dB u s dy u y G u, X u du rD u , we can write 3.14 in the
form
u u ÃT g u T g u .G u , X u .  .  . .t tt tÃX t s dy u y du. 3.15 .  .  .H H2 2D u D u .  .0 0
Ã Ã .   .  . ..In order to obtain X t and thereby x t s X t 0 , we need toÃ
 .  .determine g t first. By linearity of G t, . , we have
Ã Ãg t s s G t , E X t . X t s y G t , E X t . X t s ;s g J . 4 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 4 .  .
From Theorem 1
t0 uX t s s T c s q T DC u s dU u . .  .  .  .  .  .Ht t
0
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0  .  . q .Since T c is A 0 measurable, and A 0 is independent of U 0 , we havet
;s g J
E X t s . X t s s E T 0c s . T 0c s 4 .  .  .  .  .  . 4.  .t t
t u uq T DC u s . T DC u s du. .  .  .  .H t t
0
Since from Theorem 2
uT g u .t tÃX t s s s dB u , .  .  .  .H D u .0
we have
u uT g u s . T g u s .  .  .  .t t tÃ ÃE X t s . X t s s du. .  .  .  . 4 H 2D u .0
Consequently, we deduce that
t0 t u ug t s s G t , E T c . T c s q G t , T DC u . T DC u s du .  .  .  .  .  . 4 . Ht 0 t t /0
u uT g u . T g u s .  .  .t t ty G t , duH 2 /D u .0
t0 0 u us E G t , T c . T c s q G t , T DC u . T DC u s du .  .  .  . 4  . Ht t t t
0
u uT g u . T g u s .  .  .t t ty G t , du.H 2 /D u .0
 .  .If we define H: I = C J ª C J by
H t , h s s G t , h .h s .  .  . .
we may write
T ug u .t t t0 ug t s E H t , T c q H t , T DC u du y H t , du. .  . 4  . . H Ht t  /D u .0 0
3.16 .
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 .   .4  .By considering the signal x t y E x t and the observation y t y
t   4.  .H G u, E x du, we can relax the requirement E c s 0 and get the0 u
filtering equations
T ug u .t t0ÃX t s E T c q dy u .  . 4 Ht 2D u .0
T ug u .t t Ãy .G u , X u du 3.159 .  . .H 2D u .0
t0 ug t s E H t , T c y E c q H t , T DC u du .  .  . 4  . . Ht t
0
T ug u .t ty H t , du. 3.169 .H  /D u .0
Finally, to get these equations in the multi-dimensional case, we begin
 .  .2 w  .  . xy1by choosing a symmetric matrix K t such that K t s D t D t * for
each t g I. We then set
t t
B t s G u , X u du q K u D u dV u 3.17 .  .  .  .  .  . .H H
0 0
Ã Ãg t s E X t .G t , X t * y E X t .G t , X t * 3.18 4 .  .  .  .  .  . .  4 .
 .  .and modify the derivation of 3.159 , 3.169 with no particular difficulties
to get
THEOREM 3. Gi¨ en the assumptions layed out in Section 2, the solution of
Ã .  .  .  . .the filtering equations 3.1 ] 3.4 is x t s X t 0 whereÃ
t y10 0ÃX t s E T c q T g u . D u D u * dy u .  .  .  .  . . Ht t
0
t y1u Ãy T g u . D u D u * G u , X u du 3.19 .  .  .  .  . .H t
0
and
t0 ug t s E H t , T c y E c q H t , T DC u du .  .  . 4  . . Ht t
0
t uy H t , T g u .K u du. 3.20 .  .  . .H t
0
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 n.   m n..Here we ha¨e H: I = C J, R ª C J, L R , R gi¨ en by
H t , h s s G t , h .h s * *. 3.21 .  .  .  . .
 .  .Remarks. 1 Equation 3.20 is a non-linear Volterra integral equa-
 n.tion with phase space C J, R . One suspects that iterative methods for its
solution can be obtained along the lines of those for equations with a finite
 .dimensional phase space. Equation 3.19 is a stochastic Volterra type
 n.  n. 2 n.integral equation in C J, R . If we imbed C J, R in L J, R , then
equations of this type afford solutions via the Picard iteration procedure
 w x.cf. 3 .
 .  .  .  .  .2 If G t, h s G t g h for some m = m matrix G t and a
 n. mbounded linear g : C J, R ª R we can write
g t s b t G* t , .  .  .
Ã Ã .   .   .. 4   .   .. 4where b t s E X t . g X t * y E X t . g X t * .
An obvious modification of the above argument leads to the equations
t y10 uÃX t s E T c q T b u .G* u . D u D u * dy u .  .  .  .  .  . 4 Ht t
0
t y1u Ãy T b u .G* u . D u D u * G u g X u du 3.22 .  .  .  .  .  .  . .H t
0
t0 ub t s E h T c y E c q h T DC u du .  .  . 4  . . Ht t
0
t uy h T b u .G* u K u du, 3.23 .  .  .  . .H t
0
 . . w   ..x  n.where h h s s g h.h* s * ;h g C J, R , s g J.
In the special case when g s e , the evaluation at 0, we get0
t y10 ux t s E T c 0 q T b u 0 .G* u . D u D u * dy u .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 4Ã  . Ht t
0
t y1uy T b u 0 .G* u D u D u * G u x u du 3.24 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . . ÃH t
0
2 n.which is a stochastic integral equation with configuration space L V, R ;
Ã 2 n .   ..and so we would not need to solve for X t in L V, C J, R to obtain
Ã .  .the solution x t of the filtering problem. The presence of X u in theÃ
 .  .right hand side of 3.19 and 3.22 precludes such possibilities even in the
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Ã .  .  . .   .case of fixed delay: g h s h yr . Observe that X u yr s E x u y r N
 .4  .   .  .4Y u may not equal x u y r s E x u y r N Y u y r .Ã
 .  n. n  .  .  .3 If we set r s 0, then C J, R s R , F t, h s F t .h, G t, h s
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .G t .h for some bounded matrices F t , G t , DC t s C t , X t s x t ,
 . u  . u .and ­r­ t T h s F t T h . Using the formula for differentiation undert t
 w x.the stochastic integral cf. 11, Lemma VI, 4.4 , we recapture the
Kalman]Bucy equations viz.
y1dx t s F t y b t G* t D t D t * G t x t dt .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .Ã Ã 4
y1q b t G* t D t D t * dy t .  .  .  .  .
db
s F t b t q b t F t * q C t C t * .  .  .  .  .  .
dt
y1y b t G t * D t D t * b * t G t . .  .  .  .  .  .
 .  .4 The imposition of boundedness rather than square integrability
on the coefficients C, D, F, G and of Holder continuity on the paths of cÈ
 .rather than mere continuity is motivated by our desire for the process
 . w tw u  .x  ..x .  .x .s, v ¬ H T g u rD u s dB u v to possess a continuous version0 t
 .  .so that 3.14 would hold in C J . We do not know in general if continuity
 .  .of f u, ? ;u would guarantee the continuity of a version of s, v ¬
t  .  .H f u, x dB u .0
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